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a b s t r a c t 

This paper aims to reveal the nonlinear dynamic mechanism of asymmetric tristable en- 

ergy harvesters and enhance the energy harvesting performance for different excitations. 

The general harmonic balance solutions of asymmetric tristable energy harvesters and the 

corresponding Jacobian matrix for estimating the stability of these analytical solutions are 

deduced. It is found that asymmetric tristable energy harvesters have seven analytical so- 

lutions (four stable solutions) under the appropriate excitation frequency and amplitude, 

which are verified by using basins of attraction. The influence mechanism of asymmetry 

of potential wells on energy harvesting performance is analyzed. The results show that the 

potential barrier is a key factor to determine the orbit height of high-energy interwell os- 

cillations, which influences the amplitude of the output voltage. The influence essence of 

asymmetry on tristable energy harvesters is to change their potential wells and adjust the 

distribution of their potential energy. By changing the unstable equilibrium positions, a se- 

ries of tristable energy harvesters with different dynamic characteristics can be obtained, 

which will benefit energy harvesting under various excitation conditions. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

There are plentiful vibration sources in ambient environments, which are induced by motors, machine tools, ships, hu- 

man motion, water flow, ocean waves and wind, etc. Such vibration energy can be converted into electric energy via piezo- 

electric or electromagnetic effect [1–4] , and this technique is expected to be a potential candidate to solve the challenging 

issue of the energy supply for wireless sensors. In the early stage, different kinds of linear resonance-based vibration energy 

harvesters have been designed for the purpose of generating electric energy from ambient vibrations. Advanced theoretical 

modeling methods and optimization strategies for linear energy harvesters were deduced to predict their dynamic charac- 

teristics and optimize the energy harvesting performance [5–7] . However, these linear assumptions are deficient for some 

real applications because most of ambient vibrations have broadband characteristics. In order to solve this challenging is- 

sue, many researchers have been placing high hopes on nonlinearity [8,9] to widen the working frequency range of energy 

harvesters via active or adaptive strategies [10–12] . 

For the purpose of realizing broadband energy harvesting performance, a lot of advanced solutions have been presented. 

Researchers have successively explored nonlinear monostable, bistable and tristable energy harvesters. Sebald et al. [13] ex- 
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perimentally demonstrated that their nonlinear monostable harvester can work in the frequency range of 26–36 Hz under 

the excitation level of 3.2 m s −2 , and its bandwidth is several times of that of its linear counterpart. Xu et al. [14] designed 

a monostable hybrid energy harvester, and first peak power increased a lot in experiments. Yang et al. [15,16] designed a 

compressive-mode mono-stable harvester which produced a maximum power output of 54.7 mW and an operational band- 

width of 12 Hz under an excitation level of 4.9 m s −2 . 

Different with nonlinear monostable energy harvesters, Cottone et al. [17] brought the bistable mechanism to the vibra- 

tion energy harvesting field, and numerically and experimentally demonstrated the unique advantage of bistable energy har- 

vesters (BEH) from the viewpoint of stochastic resonance. Later on, Litak et al. [18,19] numerically simulated the responses 

of a BEH under random base excitations, and observed the stochastic coherence resonance phenomenon. They claimed that 

if the variance of the excitation were known, the BEH could be optimized to maximize the power harvested under random 

base excitations. Daqaq et al. [20] made a comparison of the energy harvesting performance between the BEH and monos- 

table energy harvesters under Gaussian white noise excitation. For the harmonic excitation, Erturk et al. [21] , Stanton et al. 

[22] , and Zhou et al. [23] successively verified the high-energy interwell oscillation, multiple solutions, nonlinear analysis, 

and chaotic response of BEHs via theoretical analysis, numerical simulation and experimental verification, and their results 

demonstrated that the BEH cannot escape the magnetic attraction and it will exhibit intrawell oscillations for low level 

excitations. 

The tristable energy harvester (TEH) has three stable and two unstable equilibrium positions, and owns more complex 

nonlinear dynamic characteristics compared with nonlinear monostable and bistable energy harvesters, Zhou et al. [24] de- 

signed a TEH based on piezoelectric beam and rotatable magnets to improve energy harvesting performance for low level ex- 

citations, and their results demonstrated the more practical energy harvesting performance of the TEH when compared with 

its bistable counterparts. Kim et al. [25,26] explored a tristable oscillator constructed around a cantilever-based magnetically 

coupled system, and their results also demonstrated the advantages of the TEH in broadband vibration energy harvesting 

over the BEH under low level excitations. Later on, Li et al. [27] verified the better energy harvesting performance of the TEH 

over their bistable counterparts under random base excitations. The sensitivity of dynamic response characteristics to the 

system parameters and the effective operating frequency range of the TEH were analyzed by Zhou et al. [28] and Panyam 

et al. [29] . Besides these, Meanwhile, Tékam et al. [30] discussed a tristable energy harvesting system with fractional-order 

viscoelastic material, and investigated the influence of the fractional-order term on energy harvesting performance. 

Above research demonstrated the unique dynamic characteristics and excellent energy harvesting performance of the 

TEH. However, compared with the research on BEHs [31] , there are still rarely nonlinear analysis into the energy harvesting 

enhancement of a general TEH by using high-branch oscillations in their multi-solutions range. In contrast, the influence 

mechanism and nonlinear analysis of asymmetric potential wells on energy harvesting performance of the BEH was com- 

pletely investigated by He and Daqaq [32] , and Tweten and Mann [33] . Up to now, the asymmetric TEH is still uninves- 

tigated. However, potential function asymmetry of TEHs may influence the energy harvesting performance and the power 

generation under various excitation conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to deeply analyze the nonlinear dynamic charac- 

teristics of, and enhance the energy harvesting performance of the asymmetric TEH. 

This paper presents the nonlinear dynamic analysis of the asymmetric TEH, and it is organized as follows. Section 2 de- 

duces the general expression of harmonic balance solutions and the corresponding Jacobian matrix for the asymmetric TEH 

to reveal its multi-solution characteristics and complex dynamic response mechanism. In Section 3 , the multi-solution char- 

acteristics of the asymmetric TEH are theoretically studied, and verified by basins of attraction. In addition, the comparison 

of symmetric and asymmetric TEHs is provided. In Section 4 , the influence mechanism of asymmetry on energy harvesting 

performance is explored. At last, key conclusions are presented and summarized. 

2. Harmonic balance solution of the asymmetric tristable energy harvester 

The tristable oscillator mathematically has five equilibrium points and three wells, as explained by Tchoukuegno and 

Woafo [34,35] . In detail, the nonlinear restoring force of a tristable oscillator has five zero points, which makes the os- 

cillator have three potential wells. In this paper, the schematic diagram of a general magnet-coupled piezoelectric TEH is 

shown in Fig. 1 (a). The cantilever based magnet-coupled piezoelectric TEH usually consists of a metal substrate, two piezo- 

ceramic patches attached to the clamped end of the metal substrate, two tip magnets attached to the free end of the 

metal substrate, and the two external magnets. The TEH may be installed in a base structure and connected with an en- 

ergy harvesting conversion and storage circuit. For the asymmetric TEH, among these five equilibrium positions, 2 and 4 are 

asymmetrically unstable equilibrium positions, and 3 is the middle stable equilibrium position; 1 and 5 are asymmetrically 

outer stable equilibrium positions. Different with the symmetric TEH, the asymmetric TEH may have four different potential 

barriers (Barrier-1, Barrier-2, Barrier-3, Barrier-4) produced by three different potential wells, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). In order 

to achieve global high-energy interwell oscillations, the asymmetric TEH should overcome all the four potential barriers. In 

addition, x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 and x 5 are the values in horizontal axis of equilibrium positions 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 , respectively. 

In the previous research, all the TEHs have symmetric equilibrium positions and potential wells [24–30] , whose expres- 

sion of analytical solutions are relatively simpler than an asymmetric TEH in principle. The governing electromechanical 

model of piezoelectric vibration-based TEH can be derived from previously theoretical modeling methods and experimental 

measurement, as follows: 

m ̈x (t) + c ̇ x (t) + F non (x ) − θv (t) = μm · A cos t(ωt) (1) 
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